ADVANCED AGENT
TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS
THE DATA YOU NEED
You have a myriad of
school-owned devices,

UNLOCK
YOUR DATA
No Matter the Device.
No Matter the Location.

operating systems, educational technology, and
platforms. They are spread far and wide across
multiple schools and thousands of students.
Managing this vast library of resources and tracking
usage and renewal information is a nearly impossible
task for today’s already time-strapped technology and
curriculum teams.
CatchOn is an easy to implement, easy to use,
super-charged tool that provides districts with the
actionable data needed to improve instruction,
assess return on investment, and inform professional
development and student data privacy practices.

Why CatchOn is the go-to tool for educational administrators:
ABILITY TO COLLECT
OFFSITE DATA
Learning doesn’t stop when
students leave school. It’s
critical that districts have 24x7
access to the actionable data
being generated on all school
devices inside and outside of the
classroom. CatchOn’s advanced
agent technology provides
districts with the metrics, insight,
and reporting they need to
effectively assess the usage of
their technology investments.

DEVICE
INTEROPERABILITY
CatchOn is designed specifically
to support today’s device
agnostic, anytime/anywhere
learning environments. Unlike
most data analytics tools,
which may favor one type of
device or operating system,
or require significant backend
configuration, CatchOn compiles
data from all platforms and
devices without requiring
extensive technical resources
from districts.

SIMPLE, SEAMLESS, AND
SPEEDY DEPLOYMENT
Easy to deploy without the need
for on-site equipment, CatchOn’s
advanced agent technology
eliminates the need for extra
capital expenditures and enables
districts to begin seeing and
experiencing their data shortly
after agent deployment.

Why
CatchOn?

MONITOR
MEASURE
ADAPT

STUDENT
DATA PRIVACY

IMPROVE USAGE

INVEST
WISELY

DETECT TRENDS

Invest Wisely

Inform Training

Evaluate software renewals with
actual usage and financial data,
not surveys.

Identify gaps in usage by tool
to create targeted professional
development and training plans.

Detect Trends

Student Data Privacy

Discover what free or unknown
apps are being used.

Diagnose applications vulnerable
to student data privacy policies.

Manage Subscriptions

Improve Usage

Manage licenses, costs, ROI, and
renewals from an easy-to-access
dashboard.

Review important classroom
apps to ensure they are being
used effectively.

IMPROVE USAGE

DEMO CATCHON
TODAY!

MOST USED DIGITAL TOOLS

Sign up for a free demo at
www.catchon.com/virtual-demo

Digital Tools 

Total Licenses

Users

Schools

Engagement

Math Curriculum

656

464

4

83,835

46%

25%

15%

14%

1,000

954

5

16,546

53%

12%

12%

23%

234

154

3

93,548

18%

23%

55%

4%

Learning Management System
Video Resource Library
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Mac



Win



Chrome

CONTACT US TODAY!
For more information about CatchOn, contact info@catchon.com.

ABOUT CATCHON
CatchOn is a user-friendly data analytics tool that compiles real-time data on every device, enabling school districts to make data-informed decisions about the apps and online tools their
educators and students are using. In 2018, CatchOn joined forces with ENA, a leading provider of comprehensive technology solutions to education institutions and libraries across the nation.
Collectively, CatchOn and ENA leverage their respective resources and expertise to deliver critical services and solutions that help school districts produce positive outcomes in the
communities they serve.

